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During maternity leave, new Mum Beckie
Taylor found herself wondering if she
was the only one who felt alone during
her maternity leave, lacking the
confidence to go back to work and
feeling guilty about balancing work-life
and parenthood.
She wasn't.
And after connecting with like minded
individuals, amazing women rich with talent
and passion for the tech sector she found
they shared common issues, lack of support,
recognition and understanding following a
career break whether maternity, raising
children or caring for others and whilst many
of these individuals were lacing in
confidence, they weren't lacking in passion
and drive to continue their careers but
access to information, networks and a lack
of flexibility and opportunity stood in their
way.
and so in September 2017 Tech Returners
was born.
with the vision to change the narrative for
returners, to offer the right support and
opportunities for development, not just for
individuals but also to educate employers on
the talent they're missing out on.

A N D

N O W ?

Since 2017 Tech Returners has enabled 24
individuals, 23 of them women into
technology careers with businesses
including AO.com, AutoTrader and the BBC
and this number is only set to grow.
But this isn't us showing off or patting
ourselves on the back it's a demonstration of
the how the simple connection of the needs
of the workforce and the talent needs of
businesses can marry together to truly
change the future of the technology industry.
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"Tech Returners gave me
the ability to go out and
do something about
changing my career,
helping me determine my
next steps.
It’s completely changed
my life and I would
definitely encourage
other people to do it."
HEATHER WILLIAMS

COURSE

OVERVIEW

The ' Your Journey Into Tech'
course takes individuals through a
structure in which we cover both
the fundamentals of software
development, frontend
development skills and backend
development skills alongside
personal development and career
support in our positive learning
environment.
The 15-week programme is based
in Manchester City Centre and
entails, a full immersive week (104) then 14 weeks of 2.5-hour
lectures, daytime and evening.

I would definitely
recommend Tech
Returners to other people,
but also companies should
be looking at it for
employees.
The calibre of the people
coming through Tech
Returners is excellent.
LIZ LONGWILL

18.6%
In 2018 the gender pay gap for tech was
18.6% whilst just 5% of females in senior
roles in tech in the UK – What is happening
to our female talent - they are leaving the
tech industry and we aren’t supporting
their transition back

17.%
Of the Tech workforce in the Greater
Manchester region alone and this figure
isn't increasing. Meanwhile the war on
talent continues as more than a third of
businesses say they struggle to fill tech
roles in 2019.

THERE'S NO TECH TALENT OUT THERE?

We disagree.

M E E T

R A C H E L

Rachel is 39 married and has two
children.
She's had a very successful 7 year
career in law but left the industry due
to inflexibility when raising her
children and so Rachel decided to take
a career break.
Rachel has a wealth of transferable
skills such as negotiation skills,
working towards customer
requirements, effective communication,
logical mindset, plus many more.
During her career break she has found
her passion for tech and in her own
time started to look at code through
online courses and attend tech meetups in the local area.
Rachel is now exceptionally passionate
about returning to a career in tech
following her own learning and from
what she has learnt from others
Rachel's decision to return isn’t an
overnight decision as she will have to
find childcare for her youngest child
but her drive and commitment to want
to work in tech supersedes this.

BUT THERE'S A GAP...

There is a lack of flexible up-skilling
opportunities in tech – all the courses
she finds are full time - which present a
problem as Rachel isn't working and
doesn't have childcare.
There isn’t financial support to up-skill
and retrain, Rachel can’t get a loan or
learning grant and the courses found all
cost thousands!
Companies aren’t seeing past Rachel as
having a break on her cv, they're not
seeing the wealth of transferable skills
and value that she can bring to a
business

BUT IMAGINE A WORLD
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ALL?
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At Tech Returners our vision is to empower returners and really enable their opportunities in
Tech. And we aim to do this by developing returners, creating accessible routes into business
through continual training and technology.

EMPOWER A TECH CAREER BY

SPONSORING A PLACE.

Each cohort of the ' Your Tech Journey' programme features 16 returners.
As an organisation you can sponsor up to 4 places, then once the returners complete the
course you can hire up to the amount you have sponsored from the cohort of 16.
The cost of sponsoring a place on the programme is £3,000 + VAT.

HOW IT WORKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
PLUS:

Here's just some of the immediate benefits to
your business:
You'll reduce recruitment spend
And avoid costly agency fees
We'll do the sourcing and screening for you
And the training!
You'll have a more diverse workforce
And you'll be employing people with real
drive and passion for the tech industryy.

You'll also be part of our ' Your Tech Journey'
marketing programme including:
Your Logo on all literature relating to
the course
Your logo and profile on our website
A feature in our monthly newsletter
The opportunity for a guest blog on our
site
Inclusion in any course related PR

And let's not forget Rachel...
You'll be enabling her and countless others like her to up-skill whilst balancing childcare, ensuring
she's supported to identify and showcase her transferable skills and through the process of
transitioning back into a career, and of course she'll have the balance of a fulfilling career and be
there for her family.

L E T ' S

T A L K

For more information on how to get involved
with the ' Your Journey into Tech' programme
please get in touch for an informal chat with
one of the team.

hello@techreturners.com
www.techreturners.com
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